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A Rustic Newsletter Inspired by Plants and the Ever Changing Seasons

The Gathering Basket is created by Corinne Boyer, folk herbalist and herbal educator. My intention is to bring
inspiration and magic to people by sharing experiences, history and interests relating to plants and folk traditions. May
the folkloric education of local plant medicine bring empowerment, connection and healing to community.

-The Eye, The Hand and The PathBy Corinne

With the myriad of tools available to the magic worker,
one can wander into the glittering museums of the past
and present, as well as into the forest and field, in seeking
out the perfect item to extend ones arm, ones will and
ones capacity. By globe of glass, by twisted root, by bird
bone and by the endless cipher of nature’s symbolic design,
what is invoked within enters into a relation with energy
of an archetypal caliber. The inner altar is magnified and
inspired by the potent harnessing vessels, as well as by the
materia magica of the land itself. Moths in lockets, horse
teeth, moon water, poppy heads and the mysterious iron
chimney crook will lend their own imprint to the aesthetic
that drives the spiritual presence of these items, and brings
the dream of the one seeking into view, if only for a short
time. However, what power is truly perceived, without the
Eye, the Hand and the Path? None, but a poetic impression
that is here one minute, and gone the next. Integration of
these materials requires yet another set of tools. But these
are invisible, hidden and part of the deeper marrow of the
Witch Wanderer.

The Eye, is ultimately the power to see Truth, to seek both
illumination and darkness in a twisting tandem, to see
beyond the self and ones persona. To perceive with a great
accuracy strands of magical potential and influence. It is
beyond a visionary and intellectual capacity, and pierces
far deeper that which the physical world around us sets
limitation to. That Sixth Sense, the Third Eye, the ability
to See and Read, the Second Sight, is one of the greatest
skillsets to develop, in terms of navigating the Other realms
and working in the occult spaces. And to See is one thing,
but to believe is yet another. To take comfort in knowing
something that possesses a hidden nature, is the first step

to understanding that nature. With the next step being,
having the intuitive prowess to call upon it, during times
of need. Familiarity and relationship to these hidden Sights
and what comes after as a result of the Seeing are essential
to effective application. Intimacy is the only avenue, and at
times, there are no words for experience, for flashes of Truth
and the severing of discord, for glimpses of the Dream realm
with waking eyes. What lies beyond, awaits exploration.
The Hand represents the application of what is Seen. The
action that is brought into the physical body, inspired
by Vision. Whether this be the crafting of an intuitive or
traditional charm or ritual item, the hallowed harvesting of
black feathers, deer flesh and cedar fronds in preparation for
winters long nights, the sifting through the earth in search of
coal and bone fragments on hands and knees- it is all spirit
power acting through the Hand and the body. Structured
magical acts are powerful, but allowing positive and
consensual spirit possession and enchantment, is something
fully Other. It is outside of human construction and design,
entirely.
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The Path then is the hoary place of integration, the place
for becoming full and whole byway of what one experiences
and enacts, in alignment. It is the praxis of carrying all that
is known with us, within and without. Holistic embodiment,
where the Speech, the Eye and the Hand are married into a
harmonious gathering of Wills. This should be the ultimate
reach and aim of all whom work with magic and carry power.
The hidden lore lies dead, without the animating force of
the sorcerer. Each footfall is veiled to all others, beyond the
trees. There is no human validation that can gift or unlock
that potential. It rests like a deserted sacred well, under the
vines of emerald ivy, guarded by ghosts.

Historical Folk Magic and Medicine
- Burdock Arctium lappa/minus

Burdock is a strikingly beautiful plant, that grows on
the edges of disturbed ground, loving part or full sun.
This plant has been used extensively in folk medicine
for ages, with all parts being helpful for a spectrum
of maladies. She looks like a thistle, but upon closer
inspection, is completely soft, lacking the spines and
prickles of her more protective sisters. However, the
burdocks large brown burrs lock
themselves to every animal or
human passing by, and though
not sharp or painful, they
are a tiresome ornament to
remove, especially if they have
begun to decompose during
the winter months. Burdocks
lovely purple flower heads are
very thistle like, attracting bees
with their sweetness. While
there is not a great deal of
magic or occult lore associated
with burdock, her uses in folk
medicine deserve attention, and
interestingly, many of the uses
are amuletic in nature.

it from evil forces entering. It was also braided into
the tails of cows to protect them from bewitchment.
One rustic charm for getting rid of threadworm in
cows was to hold a bundle of burdock in one hand,
and a stone in the other- the stone was to represent
Thor’s hammer. These words were repeated: Burdock
leaf, I strangle you, burdock leaf you shall not go, ‘till
the cow lets the threadworm
go. In Russia, similar to thistle,
burdock had the name of Devil
Alarmer, or Devil Conqueror. It
was hung up for the protection
of buildings, animals and homes.
Similar to plantain Plantago
major and mugwort Artemisia
vulgaris, a magical coal could be
dug from under the burdock on
Midsummer’s Eve. This was to be
gathered at either midnight or
noon, and worn as an amulet for
protection during the following
year. Sometimes, it was gathered
for a particular illness. Some
scholars speculate that this black
‘coal’ is just a portion of rotten
root, but some still believe it
to be a magical offering from
the plant only available at this
powerful time of year. The burrs
of the burdock themselves have
whimsical lore associated with
them. One Cornish belief was
that piskies (little Folk) were
known to amuse themselves after
nightfall by riding their faerie
colts around, and either braiding
their manes, or tangling them
with the burrs of burdock.To
have burdocks burrs stick to your clothing was a bad
omen in some parts, foretelling difficulty in a favorite
undertaking. Another bit of lore tells that if you have
burrs stuck to your clothing after a walk, to then
throw them into the fire. If the flame is clear, it tells
that the next fortnight (two weeks) will be lucky for
any endeavor.

Great burdock is A.lappa and
lesser burdock is A.minus. The
Latin name Arctium has roots in
the Greek word Arctos, meaning
‘bear’. This connection to the
bear is thought to be from
the brown furry burrs. Lappa
apparently comes from the
Celtic word llap, meaning ‘hand’,
though some sources suggest it
refers to the burrs as well. Other
common names for burdock
included: Billy Buttons (Cornish),
Herrif (Old English), Beggars
Buttons, Clotburr, Happy Major, Gypsy Rhubarb, TouchMe-Not, Sweethearts, Great Bur, Cockle Buttons, Love
Leaves, Lappa, Stick Tight, Burr Seed, Hare Burr, TurkeyBurr, and Snakes Rhubarb. These many common names
indicate the widespread nature of this plant. Burdock
is Native to Europe, now introduced and considered an
invasive weed in some parts of the US and Australia. It is
in the Asteraceae or sunflower family.
There is to be found some magical uses for burdock,
within all of its applications. Burdock was gathered
during Midsummer time to hang and protect the home
from lightning storms and evil giants. Like thistle, it
was sacred to Thor and therefore a lightning plant. It
was hung up around the doors of a dwelling to protect
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Burdock had some historical uses in love magic, one
common name for it being Loves Leaves, for the heart
shaped soft leaf, tinged with pink near the stems.
Another reason for this use certainly comes from the
clinging nature of the burrs. A common childhood love
divination game that many remember was to throw a
burr at the back of ones crush; if it stuck to them, it
was a sign of their returned affections, and

drinking one quart of the decoction mixed with red
clover blossom per day, for a month. One of the ways to
apply it for a fever was to bind the leaves to the wrists
and ankles, with the points directed downward. This was
thought to run the fever out of the body.

if not, it told of love not reciprocated. Another version
of this was for a girl to pick a burr and name it after
her lover. Then it was to be thrown against her skirt by
another girl; if it stuck, it was a sign he was faithful. In
Balkan folk magic, burdock is used in love magic and
to bring couples together. According to astrologers
of old, burdock is ruled by Venus, which makes sense
with these considerations. In American folk magic from
Arkansas, burdock roots were threaded onto a necklace
and worn against enchantment. An Albanian use from
the Balkans employed burdock leaves in an exorcism
rite. It was believed that a person could become
possessed by evil forest spirits, and that a priest would
be needed to exorcise them if this was the case. This
could be done by a ceremony that used bread soaked in
wine, the whole placed on broad burdock leaves. One
wonders at the details of the ceremony, which are sadly
to remain a mystery, for lack of information.

The large soft leaves of burdock were applied as a
poultice for rheumatic pains, swellings, bruises, burns,
cuts, boils, sore joints, swollen feet, tumors, infections
and open wounds. The juice of the root mixed with salt
was a remedy for the pain of snakebite. An Irish remedy
for ringworm was to make a poultice of the roots. The
leaves boiled in milk made a specific lotion for burns,
another old recommendation was crushing the leaves
with egg white and applying for the same. A recipe for
gout called for the leaves boiled with bran and urine,
until the liquid was greatly reduced, and then applying
the mash to the painful area. A shampoo of sorts can be
made from the roots (a decoction) and used for dandruff,
thinning hair and to promote shiny hair. The leaves
were worn in ones hat to prevent getting sunstroke,
and also used as a wart remedy, by transference magic.
They were rubbed on the wart and then buried under
a tree, the logic being of course as the leave rotted in
the ground, so would the warts disappear. Burdock had
some interesting applications in women’s medicine. A
seventeenth century use includes the leaves being tied
to a pregnant woman’s belly to help keep the baby in
the correct position for birth. They were also used for
helping to move the uterus that had prolapsed back to
its optimal position, by placing on the top of the head,
bottom of the feet or on either side of the navel.

Folk MedicineBurdock has much interesting folk medicine ascribed
to it, throughout many cultures due to its widespread
distribution. A Romany remedy for rheumatism was
to take an infusion of the crushed leaves, flowers or
seeds (most preferred). In fact, they even carried small
bags of the seeds as an amulet against the same. An
early American folk remedy combined burdock root,
dandelion root Taraxacum officinalis, and Virginia
snakeroot Aristolochia serpentaria as one formula for
rheumatic pains.
In general, burdock was known as a blood purifier, and
indeed this is still how it is used by herbalists today. The
roots specifically were used for this. From Middle Age
medicine, burdock was used as a cure for kidney/urinary
complaints and gallstones. An old remedy for lung
complaints calls for the roots preserved in sugar, also
this was a remedy for gout. Burdock roots were strung
onto necklaces and worn by babies for teething pain,
these necklaces were known as ‘anodyne necklaces’. An
interesting use from John Gerard was to take the peeled
raw or boiled stalks in broth as an aphrodisiac- another
connection to matters of love. One old recipe called
for burdock root to be decocted in wine and drunk for
wheezing of the lungs and shortness of breath. Another
recipe calls for the stamped root added with wine,
yolks of eggs, powdered acorns and nutmegs, taken to
strengthen the back. An Irish use for burdock was for
convulsions and nervousness. The seeds taken out of
the burrs had their own use in folk medicine. The seeds
were used for bladder and kidney pain, taken internally
as a tea. They were also ground and taken in an infusion
for dysentery and neuralgia. The tea made as an infusion
was given to teething babies, to help with sleeplessness.
One headache recipe involved using the seeds in
combination with apple cider, white mustard and
horseradish- an infused vinegar to be taken internally,
I assume. The plant was used since olden times for
fevers and skin diseases, such as boils, acne and eczema.
I have used the root tea successfully for acne myself,

So many uses for this elegant plant of the wayside. It
is time to seek it out in the autumnal afternoons, near
disturbed ground and within younger Douglas fir forests,
on the edges where the pasture meets the shade. Many
thanks to the people of the past for their wisdom,
knowledge and diversity of plant applications. And to
the beautiful burdock, friend of elf and pixie, human,
and animal- all.
References:
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-RowanSorbus spp.

To come upon a large old rowan tree within a wild edge
of woods is to go back in time, to a place uncanny and ‘in
between’ worlds. This magic charm tree boasts grey lichen
encrusted bark, often with many trunks that eventually grow
tall and offer up scarlet berries to the birds and stars. The
deep green fern like leaves are truly striking and the buds
themselves look like dragon
claws might, while curled
up and at rest, covered in a
white fuzz protecting maroon
pointed clusters. No doubt
Otherworldly, the fiery rowan
tree gives much for the magical formulatory, based on the
folkloric and magical uses of
the past.

legend that believed that the first woman sprang from a
rowan tree and the first man from an alder tree. The rowans
red berries were believed in Ireland to be the food of Tuatha
de Dannan, the mythical people from early Irish mythology.
The berries had the power to sustain for nine meals, and
some sources state that eating three berries would give a
person aged one hundred years
back their thirty-year-old self.
On Christmas Eve on the North
coast of Ireland, there was at
one time an ancient rowan
tree full of torches that could
not be extinguished by wind
or weather, so powerful the
protective properties of the
tree were. Rowan was associated with lightning, thought
to be the actual embodiment
of lightning and had a strong
link in Scandinavian mythology
to the God Thor. It was sacred
to Thor because in legend, it
helped him cross a flooded
river, as he clutched a branch
of it. The wife of Thor herself
was thought to be conceived in
the form of a rowan tree. There
was an old custom to include a
plank of rowan when building a
ship, to bring in the protective
powers of Thor while at sea.

‘Rowan’ or ‘Mountain Ash’ this
tree is often called. Sorbus is
the genus of the rowan tree,
the name coming from Greek/
Roman times. It originates
in the Latin Sorbum, which
refers to the fruit, the ‘sorb
apple’. Rowan is in the rose
family, Roseaceae. Older
common names for this tree
included: Quicken, Quick
Beam, Rune Tree, Sorb Apple,
Thors Helper, Whitty Tree,
Whispering Tree, Witch
Wood, Witching Tree, Witch
Bane and more…the name
‘Care’ comes from Cornwall.
The word ‘rowan’ comes from
an old Norse word meaning
tree or charm, raun. The origins of that word stem from
Germanic language and are thought to mean ‘turning red’.
The European species is S.acuparia and the American species
is S. Americana. The species in the Pacific Northwest is S.
sitchensis, the Sitka Rowan. Often the European species is
planted ornamentally and it is delightful to find these trees
all over neighborhoods. Little do people see the value of
them beyond their attractive flowers, berries and foliagethey would indeed be surprised by their magical history.
Rowan is unrelated to true ash trees in the Fraxinus genus,
but the common name ‘Mountain Ash’ came from the leaves
looking somewhat similar to ash tree leaves in the way they
are divided. Also, importantly, both trees were believed to
be very protective, particularly from fire and evil magic.
Historically, the rowan tree was seen as magical throughout
many European cultures and was endowed with exceptional
supernatural powers. Some Irish lore- there was one Irish
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There are many protective
charms associated with rowan
wood. It was thought that
rowan trees were revered
by Druids, as old stumps are
often found near stone circles
and places that were believed to be ceremonially used by
them. Rowan trees still grow near ancient stones and burial
places according to some sources, long have they given their
berries and barks to the magical arts. In Scotland, there was
an old custom when building a house to use rowan wood for
the cross beams of the chimney. It was protective from not
only lightning but also fire. In Ireland rowan wood was incorporated into the roof thatch for protection from the same.
European Romany people and circus show folk alike would
often incorporate a piece of rowan wood into the building
of their caravans, for protective properties while traveling.
Rowan wood was also hung on cradles or fashioned into
the cradles rockers themselves to protect babies and infants
from being ill-wished and from dark faerie spirits who might
abduct them in exchange for a changeling. Another old protective custom- it was important to stir the fire on Good

Friday with a rowan stick, no iron should touch the fire on
this day.

a knife from the household, and the route home had to be
different than the one taken. On May Eve in Ireland, a rowan
stick could be stuck in the midden (the muck heap symbolizing fertility) or in the four corners of the corn field to protect
the farm. In parts of Scotland, rowan branches were burned
in front of homes in an unspecified ritual to keep witches
away. Rowan wood was fashioned into a rustic charm by
making an equal armed cross that was wound with red
thread, worn between the seams of the clothing by Scottish
highland diary maids ‘against any unforeseen danger’ and
also tied to the tails of cows on those most auspicious nights
of the year. The scarlet berries were strung onto red thread
and worn as protective necklaces as well.

There are many references to rowan being hung in barns to
protect livestock from witchcraft and disease. It is hard for
modern folks to imagine that losing one cow or even a pig
could spell disaster and starvation for a whole family. Even
150 years ago in rural areas unless a family was well to do,
they were largely dependent on what they could put up for
the winter, hence the many protective spells and charms
found for animals within the lore. One old custom tells that
a circle of rowan was used as a collar for securing cattle after
nightfall and that every time the cow was visited by a bull,
this collar was to be passed around the chimney crook three
times. In Strathspey Scotland on the first of May (Beltane)
and on November first (Samhain), sheep and lambs were
made to pass through a hoop made of rowan wood for extra
protection during this time when the faeries and witches
were believed to be more present. Mares were fed a handful
of rowan berries to help them birth their foals without harm
or misfortune. The handle and cross of the butter churn staff
could be made of rowan wood to avoid the milk from being
bewitched. A charm to help lift a curse upon a milk cow was
to heat whatever milk was available from the animal and stir
it with a rowan stick, while adding pins and rusty nails as the
milk came to a boil- this is similar to ‘witch bottle’ charms
in its rationale. When a cart (or an animal) was stopped on a
road byway of magic, it could be restored to travel by whipping it lightly with a rowan stick. From nineteenth century
Sweden, money could be protected from thievery by placing
two rowan sticks that were cut in May over it, in the form of
a cross, along with salt and some rye bread. This was done
to ensure the money could not be taken without the owners knowledge of it. Similarly, from the eighteenth century
Swedish speaking part of Finland comes the use of laying
two rowan sticks in a cross in the place where an object was
missing from. The power of the rowan would bring back the
missing object immediately.
This tree was specifically associated with averting the
powers of the dark witch. An old saying from Herefordshire
tells: The witty (Rowan) is the tree on which the devil hanged
himself’. Many people are also familiar with the old saying,
this variation from Teesdale, England: Black luggie, lammer
bead, Rowan tree and red thread, Put the witches to their
speed’. The ‘black luggie’ was a dish made of black oak and
the ‘lammer bead’ was an amber bead- both substances,
along with rowan and the color scarlet, were protective in
nature. In Scotland, a protective amulet was made by wrapping this same written rhyme on paper around a rowan twig
and tying it with a red silk thread. Rowan wood could be
laid over the door threshold to keep witches from entering,
particularly around May Eve. On ‘Witchwood Day’ May 2 in
Yorkshire(though many references state that May 3 was Holy
Rood Day or Rowan Tree Day), rowan wood was cut in a
ceremonial way and placed above the doors of the home for
protection from witches for the following year. In Cleveland
UK, in order to procure the rowan wood for the protection
on May 3, one had to find a rowan tree that she/he had never
seen before. Then twigs and branches had to be cut with

In Herefordshire England, the rowan was planted near a
dwelling to avert the Evil Eye. Even carrying a piece of the
wood in a pocket could protect a person or traveler. Since it
was believed that no evil spirit could approach a rowan tree,
people that were carrying out dangerous errands could place
the bark in their pockets in hopes for extra protection during
their journey. It was believed that if a branch of rowan
touched a witch, the Devil would appear and drag her back
to Hell. Another older belief was that the first smoke that
came up through the chimney on the morning of May first
was able to be used by witches to bring bad luck to the family of the home. One way to avert the witch’s power on the
smoke was to burn a bunch of rowan leaves up the chimney
before kindling a fire. Yet another belief associated with rowan and witches- One could shake a branch of rowan at witch
cats to make them disappear. Having a rowan tree planted in
the garden was supposed to keep dark witches away. A first
hand saying from Lincolnshire tells: ‘There’s a special twig
on a Witchin Tree, which, if you can get it an’ keep it allers
on you, then you can witch, as well as being safe from being
witched’. A rowan stick driven into a grave could stop ghosts
from rising and rowan trees were planted in graveyards to
prevent witches from disturbing the dead.
All of these protection charms and properties are further
concentrated and enhanced if the tree was what was known
as a ‘flying rowan’. This is where the rowan was planted in
another tree trunk by some bird or animal, and is growing
out of it. It then was thought to be endowed with extra
supernatural power. Amazingly, there is a flying rowan here
on our little forested homestead, so I can attest that it is
possible to find one! It is small but powerful, growing out
of a cedar stump, wild and almost unnoticed, save for the
bright red clusters of berries that come on during late summer. In Scandinavian folk magic, the flying rowan featured in
many charms and spells. It was (and still is by some) believed
in Sweden that a piece of flying rowan harvested on Midsummer’s Eve was the most protective thing against trolls
(ancient supernatural beings) and dark magic.
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Rowan could be used to rescue people who had been taken
by the faeries. The method was to take a long rowan pole to
the faerie ring and place its end in the middle of the circle.
When the invisible captive is felt to pull on the rod, two
strong people should pull with all of their strength to pull
the person back to this world. The rowan wood was believed
to be disliked by faeries, carrying a rowan wood cross was a

good way to keep away their unwanted attentions, though
there was a belief that good faeries were kind if a child
would carry rowan berries in their pockets. From Ireland, a
walking stick made of rowan was supposed to protect from
the faeries as well, as was wearing a sprig of rowan in one’s
hat. To get rid of a changeling, a child ‘of the faeries’, a
fire of rowan wood could be made and the suspected child
passed through the smoke- the changeling would then disappear up the chimney and the real child would be returned to
the family. On account of the rowans white flowers, bringing
them into the house would bring in bad luck. It was also considered bad luck to transplant a rowan tree or to cut it down.

the year.
The berries can be made into wine, liquors, and preserves
or dried and incorporated into foods. They offer their own
special earthy flavor to preserves and wines, not to mention
extra protective powers to these preparations as well. The
berries can be harvested in early September, when they are
fully scarlet, before any discoloration occurs. They should
crush easily and be relatively juicy. Some of the American
varieties and native trees have orange berries, rather than
red, and I do not find them as palatable, if you could call it
that! When eaten fresh, the berries are so sour and bitter, it
is hard to imagine enjoying them. However, when processed
with heat and some sort of sweetener, the sharp berries
add a delightful earthy flavor from the hedgerows and wild
edges to the winter palette. I personally find that they taste
best when mixed with apples and spices such as cinnamon,
cloves, allspice and/or star anise.

Folk MedicineIn folk medicine, the rowan tree had its uses as well, though
they are much fewer than its magical uses. The bark was
considered purgative, the berries were used for scurvy and
cleansing of the blood. An infusion of the leaves in Ireland
was a remedy for rheumatism, the dose being one wine
glass full. Also, carrying a rowan twig was an amulet used
to ward off rheumatism. A Polish remedy states that rowan
berries that were frost nipped (to remove the sourness)
and infused in vodka for 6 months could be taken for upset
stomach. A Romany remedy for unwell children was to give
them little cakes in which rowan berries were dried, ground
up, and incorporated into. The berries were also eaten to rid
of worms, so this could be the logic here. The leaves have
been used as a poultice for sore eyes from older practices as
well. The plant was considered astringent, sour and bitter.
The berry juice was diluted and gargled for sore throats and
laryngitis. It was also diluted and used as a wash for cuts and
as a disinfectant for wounds, as was a decoction of the bark.

Many thanks to the enchanted rowan tree, with its wood
and berries in our pouches may we stand unaffected by the
ill-wish and the faerie stroke, by the dark touch of enemies.
May safe passage bless our journeys long and short while
the rowan lends its branches to altars, hearths and charms,
the burnt orange wine scattered on the earth for offerings
during those transition times of year.
Rowan Hawthorn Berry Spiced Wine
To make 1 gallon of wine, you need about a gallon bag full
of berries, roughly half hawthorn half rowan berries. Freeze
the berries, and then thaw them; Place the prepared berries
in a medium sized stone crock with 3 pounds of organic cane
sugar, smashing all together with a wooden pestle. Bruise
about 10 cloves, 12 allspice berries and 1 tablespoon of cinnamon chips and add it, also a few star anise crushed lightly.
Add about 4 quarts of boiling water and stir to dissolve.

The berries themselves are sour, slightly bitter and sharp
tasting but despite this have been used in European countries in different preparations for food and drink. Traditionally in Britain, they were made alone into a jelly or jam for
serving with red meat or wild game. There are warnings
about eating too many berries- apparently they can cause
upset stomach and diarrhea when eaten in excess- the
very ailments that they are known to help with in smaller
amounts. They seem self-regulating to me, as the berries are
not something that one would just eat off the tree for the
pleasure of it- they are quite intense tasting when eaten raw.
This incredible tree is for extreme protection, in particular
while traveling and for any sort of protection for the home
and family. Branches of it can be gathered while in full berry
and dried, then hung above windows and doors of the
home, with one being hung safely near the chimney as well.
They can also be hung above the bed, along with St. Johns
wort and a hag stone tied with a red ribbon for protection
while asleep, whether from nightmares or from any creepy
energies that remain in a bedroom from some forgotten time
past. If one feels that the ill-wish or Evil Eye is upon them,
rowan is the first plant that comes to mind. An amulet made
from the wood, leaves and berries is certainly called for to
be worn about the person at all times. Every late summer is
a wonderful opportunity to make rowan necklaces strung on
red thread to hang in the home and to give to loved ones for

Wait until the wine is completely cool, sprinkle the wine
yeast on top of the mixture (champagne yeast is good or
K1V-111) and wait 15 minutes before stirring it in. Cover the
crock with a linen cloth that is tied around the edge with a
string. Stir twice a day with a wooden spoon that is not used
for cooking. After about 10 days, filter into a clean gallon
glass jug and fit with an airlock. Store this in a place that is
not too cool or too warm, in the dark. Bottle after 6 months
and wait a year before drinking. If it doesn’t taste good, keep
waiting. It is a delicious wine for drinking and for offerings
both. Especially indicated for All Hallows Eve celebrations.
References:
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-Up Coming Classes & OfferingsBooks: Under the Witching Tree and Plants of the Devil

The Enchanted Forest and Hedgerow:

To purchase Corinne’s first book on the folklore,
medicine and magic of trees called Under the Witching
Tree, go to www.troybooks.co.uk. It is also available
from amazon directly, but only in the paperback
edition. This is the first book in a trilogy about plant
folk magic and medicine, the other two forthcoming
titles covering wayside plants and the magicians
garden. Her second book is titled Plants of the Devil,
from Three Hands Press. This book explores working
with the Wild Adversary in nature and magical practice,
through some of the darkest plant lore of Northern
Europe. To order, please visit https://threehandspress.
com It is also available from Amazon, in the paperback
edition.

Begins October 2017- this is a 1 year-long program
that meets two Saturdays per month to learn about
the magic and folkways of the forest and hedge. In
a small group, we will explore traditional lore and
practices surrounding the liminal wild edges, hedges
and haunted groves. There will be a strong emphasis
on spirit communication, and the interface between
practitioner and the local landscape. Trancework
will be employed to achieve this aspect of the work.
Through this interface, a homespun magic will be
wrought and personal practices developed. Each eighthour long class will be a journey into the mysterious
realms of wild terrain, on the physical landscape, as
well as the inner dreamscape. Rustic ritual items will be
fashioned from materials of the land. At the end of the
year, students will have developed personal practices
that allow them excess into the enchanted world, while
learning the basic tenants of folk magic that allows for
practical rites. They will learn a significant amount of
folklore, operative magic and herbcraft surrounding
many tree and plant genera. Also included in the
enchanted apothecary will be animal, bird, stone and
waters for ritual workings. Seasonal aspects will be
emphasized. To see the month by month schedule,
go to www.maplemistwood.com and click on classes,
follow the Enchanted Forest heading.

The Herbal Apprenticeship:
Starting October 2017. Join a small group of people for
weekly classes that focus on wild-crafting and medicine
making. Held at a beautiful small farm in Shelton,
we meet for an entire year, focusing on the seasonal
availability of wild plants. We hand-craft small batches
of plant medicine and learn how to use plants for
common ailments. You will learn the folklore and the
traditions of the plants that have been handed down
to us throughout history. You will begin by creating
a home apothecary and as the season progresses you
will fill your shelves and bottles with beautiful high
quality medicines for yourself, family and friends.
We spend time in the field, forest and in the kitchen.
There are weekly homework assignments, and each
student develops a plant journal full of details and
recipes about the plants. This is a hands-on-series with
the goal that each student finishes with an in depth
understanding of many medicinal plants in the local
area.
Held on a small homestead in Shelton. 30 minutes
north of Olympia. Classes are from 10-2, Friday.
Cost is $50 per class, about $200 per month. Three
month minimum commitment is required. Go to
www.maplemistwood.com and click on ‘Herbal
Apprenticeship’ for more information. You can see the
entire month to month curriculum online. To Register:
Contact Corinne at corinne@maplemistwood.com
Please email with any questions

Location: On a forested homestead about 30 minutes
northwest of Olympia, Washington
Times: Begins in October 2016. Class will be held on
the first and third Saturday per month, from 11-7 pm.
Students will be expected to attend all 24 classes in
the year. Payment is still expected if a class has to be
missed, all lecture portions will be recorded in that
situation.
Cost: $125 per class. ($250 per month) A deposit of
$125 is required to hold your spot and will go to pay
for your last class. This is non-refundable, should you
decide to cancel your enrollment at any time. Class is
limited to 8 people; this will be a closed group once it
begins. To register or for questions, please contact via
email: corinne@maplemistwood.com
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Open Fri & Sat 10-6 | 3664 Mud Bay Rd

Sixth Annual Dandelion Seed Conference
Herbal Medicine for
Community & Social Healing
October 13-15, 2017
Tickets start at $150

Held at The Evergreen State College
Olympia WA

A gathering for home & community herbalists,
community health workers & plant people.

www.dandelionseedconference.weebly.com

Shelton Acupuncture

Connect with the light and
love around you.

Diane Fabian-Smith, LAc

360-339-4050
Hours:
Mon: 2pm - 6pm
Tues: 10am - 6pm
Thurs: 10am - 6pm
Fri: 10am - 6pm
(appointment only)

Brilliant Moon

221 W Railroad Ave,Suite L
Shelton, WA 98584

Books, Herbs, Teas & More...
At the corner of 1st and Railroad in Downtown Shelton.
(360)868-2190  info@thebrilliantmoon.com

Whole Person Care - Mind, Body, Spirit

Find us on

www.sheltonacupuncture.com
email: info@sheltonacupuncture.com
www.facebook.com/sheltonacupuncture

eBrilliantMoon

Would you like to place and ad or be a personal sponsor in The Gathering Basket?
A black and white business card sized ad costs $30. Every ad placed results in the creation of 70 copies that
are distributed for free to the public. You can also be a personal sponsor, without placing an add and give
any amount that works for your budget. If you are interested or would like more information please email
me at maplemistwood@gmail.com
This newsletter is offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket during the Winter Solstice.
Thank you sponsors for your support Your contributions pay for the cost of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public.
Readers please support our sponsors and let them know you saw their ad here.
All illustrations are copyright free.
Computer and Graphic layout by Greenman’s Graphics - Printed by Minuteman Press
All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law.
If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email maplemistwood@gmail.com.
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